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My promise to you… 

This report will show you how to 

develop the edge that will separate you 

from the mass of traders who try and 

fail to trade forex profitably. 
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About the Author 

I am a successful forex trader. I help others to learn to trade forex in 

30 minutes per day. I believe that trading should be simple and 

straight forward. There are many who will give you strategy upon 

strategy, indicator upon indicator, more and more complexity…until 

you are staring at your screens at 3 a.m. with no idea what to do. 

Not me. At 30MinuteForex.com we help traders become consistently 

successful using simple trade setups and automatic trade 

management and exit. We deal with the most important part of 

trading which is developing your edge, the all important behaviours 

and practices that will maximise your chances of success in the forex 

markets.  

To your success… 

 

Dr Mark J Nugent 

 

Founder - 30MinuteForex.com 

 

 

 

http://30minuteforex.com/
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Introduction 

It is often said that 95% of retail traders fail to make sustainable profits and 

give up. In my experience this is an underestimate. I’d say that 99% fail. That’s 

99% of retail traders who put time and money and hopes and dreams into 

trading…fail. It’s carnage.  

There’s a reason. They don’t have an edge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You need an edge in forex to win. Some edges are illegal – like insider trading 

and fixing the market. Apart from being illegal, they are not sustainable 

business models. Some edges are legal but expensive - for example building 

sophisticated computer algorithms or moving next door to your broker so that 

you can get prices before anyone else. These approaches tend to be a 

technology arms race: expensive and hard to sustain.  

An edge is a collection of tools and behaviours that allow you take readily 

available information (like price and volume) and make more effective 

decisions than the other guy.  

This is your edge. Without it you cannot win. You will be one of the heard who 

fails at forex.  

I have built my edge over the years. The reason I got into forex trading was 

because before I even placed a trade I read books and articles about how the 

winners win. This is where I picked up the idea of the edge. 

Do not trade without 
an edge. Failure is 

guaranteed.  
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I saw immediately that having an edge was what was going to make the 

difference. I was really surprised that the failure rate among retail traders 

(that’s people like you and me) was so high, yet there are professional traders 

who trade as a living, as a career. These people cannot just be lucky. You 

cannot be lucky for 30 years. They have an edge.  

There are six elements to my edge. None of the elements are hard to master, 

but it is essential you master them. My edge is a mix of psychology and 

discipline. Let’s start with the disciplines.  

 

The Three Disciplines 

Only Trade Good Setups  

It is amazing how many traders select trades with a mixture of gut feel and 

hope. Hope is not a method. And gut feel is just magical thinking. It’s woo-woo. 

Trading what you know works and nothing else is a better idea.  

 

 

 

 

Follow a Process  

Edward Deming, the man credited with turning Japan from a war-ravaged 

economic basket case into the second largest economy on earth in only a 

decade (1950 to 1960), said “if you cannot describe what you are doing as a 

process, you probably don’t know what you’re doing.”   

Your trading should follow a process that allows you to identify setups, place 

trades, manage trades, manage risk and become sustainably profitable in the 

short term and to do all this in 30 minutes per day. No staring at screens at 

3am - that’s the short cut to bankruptcy.  

 

Hope is not a method. 
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Get Coached 

If you asked a sportsman or woman if they would train without a coach they 

will look at you as if you are stupid. And a lot of us are. In business (and trading 

forex is a business) we tend to see coaching as a cost and not an investment. 

This is wrong. Forex trading has the potential to yield gains of 2 to 5% per 

month. Now I am not a fan of playing games with spreadsheets but just for a 

laugh…5% per month turns fifty thousand units of whatever currency you like 

into one million in 62 months. And that million into two million in a further 14 

months. And that two million into three million in a further 8½ months.  

Now anyone can play with spreadsheets but you should see that the potential 

is huge. Whatever forex trading will mean to you, you can get there quickly (by 

getting coached) or you can get there slowly or not at all (by considering 

coaching an expense and minimising that expense.)  

 

The Three Psychologies 

Manage Fear of Loss 

We have a huge fear of loss. This is why we sell our investments when they go 

up (fear of them turning around and we lose our gains). And why we hold onto 

our loss making investments (“I haven’t lost anything if I don’t sell it.”) Winners 

don’t do this. They ride their winners and cut their losses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fear of loss is the 
KILLER… 
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Manage Greed 

We can be greedy. This makes us stay in a trade too long while the inevitable 

reversal takes us from a nice gain to breakeven and worse. Greed makes us get 

into trades too soon and out too late. When we win it makes us overtrade 

because we want more and more and more…until we end up with nothing.  

 

Manage Expectations 

We need to expect trading to be what it is. If we expect it to be more thrilling 

that it is we will seek risk and risk leads to poverty. If we expect it to be less 

thrilling than it is we will get worn out. How many trades do we expect to do in 

a day? A week? A year? How comfortable are we when we are not in the 

market. Do we have a need to trade? This leads us to enter trades on poor 

setups, rather than waiting for genuinely good setups, not just the best 

available when we feel the need to be trading.    

I hope you enjoy this report. It really is the foundation of your success. Let’s 

dive in… 
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The Three Disciplines… 
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Discipline #1 

Only Trade Good Setups 

You probably found out about this document by downloading my free report 

on flag trades or something similar. The flag is a setup. That is, it is a 

recognisable chart pattern that behaves in a way that allows us to trade it 

profitably. This does not mean it always makes money, but it means that the 

win:lose ratio combined with the reward:risk ratio results in a profitable 

position overall.  

So, for example, if the flag trade makes a profit 50% of the time (a win:lose 

ratio of 1:1) and the reward:risk ratio is 2:1 (the gain in a profitable trade is 

three times the loss in a loss-making trade) then overall we will be in profit. If 

we risk 2% of our account per trade and we do 10 trades, the 5 losing trades 

will give us a loss of approximately 10% and the 5 winning trades will give us a 

gain of 20%, i.e. a 10% overall gain. 

Having a few good setups that you know and understand is the first of the 

three disciplines. Unless the trade you are considering reflects one of your 

setups, do not trade it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you’re trading 
something that isn’t 
one of your trusted 

setups, STOP! 
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A setup will detail what the chart pattern leading up to the trade entry point 

looks like. The setup may give other useful characteristics of a good setup, e.g. 

volume behaviour just before the trade entry (i.e. is the amount of the pair 

being bought or sold increasing or decreasing). A good setup will give guidance 

on how to enter the trade and where to place a stop loss. There may even be 

multiple entry and stop loss combinations representing aggressive, normal and 

safe trades.  

Here’s my checklist for the setup known as a flag (in this case, for a buy flag): 

 The flagpole has least two consecutive daily candles in trend direction 

 Draw flagpole from lowest low to highest high 

 No more than 3 candles in the flag 

 Draw top of flag from top of pole through highest high of all the flag 

candles 

 Enter with pending buy stop order 

 Entry price just above flag 

 Place stop loss just below flag 

 Manage via trailing stop loss, initially set to breakeven when trade is in 

profit 

 Exit via trailing stop being hit by price reversal  

Following good setups that you know and trust takes the stress out of trading 

and produces better results. It stops you overtrading when you feel confident 

and undertrading when you feel less confident. Essentially having good setups 

to follow helps you to avoid emotional decision making which is often the 

beginning of the end.  
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Discipline #2 

Follow a Process 

Process sounds boring. “But what about my creativity? I can’t be bounded by 

process.” Well, you better be. Do you want your surgeon to be following a 

process? Yes or no? Do you want your pilot to be following a process? There’s 

a time for spontaneity and winging it. And there’s a time for following a 

process that encompasses the best of your experience and understanding. 

Don’t get me wrong. You can change your process. You can improve it. Just do 

it thoughtfully and not in the heat of the moment because you don’t like what 

the process is telling you to do. Or you feel like having a lazy day. If you want a 

lazy day – fine. Take a day off. Don’t trade on a lazy day.  

If you follow a process, you can trade in 30 minutes per day. I used to trade for 

hours. Looking at 12 charts on the four hour timeframe – 6am, 10am, 2pm, 

6pm, 10pm. It’s soul-destroying and, fortunately, completely unnecessary.  

Here’s my process for 30minute trading: 

1. Manage open trades 

This is usually nothing more than trailing stoploss monitoring. Should I apply or 

amend my trailing stoploss?  

2. Any trades that have closed – complete journal. 

3. Look through all my charts to spot set-ups. Are my support and resistance 

levels still correct? Should I add to positions that are now in profit?  

4. For good set-ups – place market or pending orders.   

5. Complete journal for all new trades.  

That’s it. It usually doesn’t even take 30 minutes.  
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Other things I do – 

1. Once a month I review my journal and I look at each trade on the chart. I am 

looking for ways to improve my trading – what can I learn from pending orders 

that didn’t fill, from loss making trades, from profitable trades that missed a 

large part of the profit (look at this objectively, with acceptance of the fact that 

you cannot exit at the top all the time, or even most of the time.) 

2. I research new set-ups. There are many, many chart pattern books available. 

I look through them for set-ups that appeal to me. I then look for these set-ups 

in historical charts – have they happened in forex? Do they produce enough 

profit to offset the times when they fail? If I can find a good set-up I’ll build a 

strategy around it.  

3. At the end of every month I keep a simple spreadsheet to record my 

performance statistics.  

This is a process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“If you can’t describe 

what you’re doing as a 

process, you probably 

don’t know what you’re 

doing.” 
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Discipline #3 

Get Coached 

The role of a trading coach is to help you to be the best trader you can be. You 

can coach yourself by reading and studying, by practicing and reviewing. This 

does not have to be expensive. You can join a low cost monthly membership 

programme that will help you as you trade. This is the quickest way to 

improve.  

What I absolutely suggest you do not do is to go on a series of ever more 

expensive, complex, involved training programmes that advocate more and 

more and more strategies, tactics and techniques. In trading, less is absolutely 

more. Simple, uncluttered charts on the daily timeframe that only need looked 

at once per day is how you can succeed in forex. Let’s face it; most of us do not 

have the time to stare at screens for 8 hours per day and even if we do we 

shouldn’t.   

In addition to coaching is mentorship. A mentor is someone who has done 

what you want to do. They can give you do this/do that kind of advice, where 

as coaching is more around helping you to work out for yourself what to do.  

Also in the coaching/mentoring area, is having access to a peer group, both 

online and face-to-face. A good membership group should provide this for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

You can be successful 

quickly or slowly.  

Get a coach.  
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Psychology #1 

Manage Fear of Loss 

Fear of loss is the real killer. It is one of the two errors that kill traders, the 

other being greed (next point). Fear of loss is what keeps us in jobs we don’t 

like regardless of how much they pay. Fear of loss keeps us in unhappy 

marriages. Fear of loss keeps us in trades that have gone against us. Fear of 

loss turns us into “long term investors” in collapsing shares on the stock 

market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our brains are hardwired to make us lousy traders. The day I realised this was 

the day I threw myself into trading because I felt that with this awareness and 

a conscious management of this issue, I could overcome it and be successful. 

Our brains feel loss a lot more than gain. Therefore we are wired to avoid 

seeking any gain if we feel there is the possibility of loss associated with it. The 

end result of this is inaction, or suboptimal decision making and bad results.  

There was a time when fear of loss was a real defence mechanism. It probably 

wasn’t a good idea to seek the gain of a nice walk on the savannah when the 

potential downside involves sabre-toothed tigers and neighbouring warrior 

tribes. This leads to a probably longer but much more boring life but that’s OK 

with Mother Nature – she just wants you to stay alive for long enough to 

reproduce – she’s not concerned with you having a great life.  

Our brains are hard 
wired to make us 

lousy traders. 
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Today, we don’t need to worry about sabre-toothed tigers and warrior tribes. 

We can use our awareness of the poor results we get when we succumb to 

fear of loss to apply some tactics to overcome it.  

The tactics are: 

Understand what fear of loss looks like. Specifically with regard to trading, you 

can watch http://www.30minuteforex.com/psychology which is normally only 

available to my VIP Club members. It explains nicely how we react to fear of 

loss (and greed) as a trade unfolds in real time.   

Understand that allowing fear to make our decisions for us leads to more loss, 

not less. 

Fear of loss in forex often does not even involve real loss. It involves pretend 

loss, like a trade that goes the way you want and then comes back a bit. You 

think you have lost something, but you have not. You are still in profit, the little 

bit you’ve convinced yourself you have lost was never yours in real life. It was 

potentially yours but it was never actually yours. The gain is less satisfying that 

the perceived small loss. This is a predictably irrational human interpretation. 

Recognise it for what it is – an artefact of your brain’s ancient wiring.   

Here’s my best tactic for managing fear of loss: take yourself out of the loop. 

When the potential for loss arises, don’t be there. Don’t look. Don’t listen. How 

to do this? Manage your trades with trailing stoplosses and let price movement 

take you out of the trade. This means you will never exit at the top of a move 

but the fact is you never will do this anyway – maybe once or twice through 

sheer luck but normally exiting every trade at the perfect price is not a sensible 

aspiration because it cannot be achieved.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.30minuteforex.com/psychology
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Psychology #2 

Manage Greed 

Greed is not as deadly as fear of loss but it is still something that needs careful 

management. As always when contemplating a trade, or managing a trade you 

are already in, ask yourself how you feel. If you feel any strong emotion, it is 

best to walk away. Greed normally comes after a run of success. You feel you 

cannot lose. You feel invincible. You feel stronger than the market. You feel 

that you can control the market.  

 

 

 

 

Greed makes you enter trades that are poor. It makes you trade against the 

trend. It makes you use trailing stoplosses that are too far away from the price 

because you want to stay in the move. This lowers profitability on average. 

You feel that you can get rich quick. In forex, you can get rich, but not 

overnight. It will take a while, but not too long.   

When considering a trade, if you think you may be feeling greedy, either walk 

away or be very choosy about which trades you take – only take the ones that 

really fit the setup criteria.  

When in a trade, if you think you may be feeling greedy, force yourself to use a 

trailing stop that is wide enough to allow all recent small retrenchments that 

you can see on the chart but not so wide that a significant counter-move will 

take out all or most of your profit. 

 

 

 

Greed is not good.  
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Psychology #3 

Manage Expectations 

Are your expectations of forex trading justified and realistic? If they are not 

and you seek to extract out of the market what it is not willing or able to give 

you, this will end badly for you.  

For example, one of the problems with trading is that it is called trading. It 

should be called waiting. If you feel that you should be in a trade and if you’re 

not you feel that the world is leaving you behind, then you will overtrade, 

which involves taking poor trades and this leads to losses.  

It is OK to make one trade a week. It is OK to take no trades in a week. Some 

say if you’re not in the market you cannot win. True, but if you are not in the 

market you cannot lose. So if there is no reason to be in the market, don’t be 

in it. 

Another example I see all the time is people who want trading to be exciting. 

Trading is satisfying but it is not a roller coaster ride. Gambling is exciting but I 

don’t gamble because there is only one winner and it is not me. If you seek to 

make trading exciting you will probably overtrade.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do ya wanna be right? 
 Well…do ya? 
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Some people need to be right. They need the market to do what they want – if 

they think it’s going to go up they want and need it to go up. When the market 

does not play, they take it personally. Then they start to revenge trade – again, 

another strong emotion. They want to get back “what was taken from me...” 

This leads to inevitable disaster.  Most successful traders are “right” no more 

than 60% of the time, some just 50% of the time. However they are profitable 

overall because each winning trade makes more money than the losing trades 

lose.  
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Final Conclusions 

The fact is that almost all retail traders will fail, yet there are professionals who 

trade successfully for years, even decades. This is exciting because it shows 

that trading can be a profitable pursuit, but that most home-traders will fail 

which frankly thins the field.  

Therefore, if you understand the difference between the winners and the 

losers, you are in a great position. It’s what the business books call a barrier to 

entry. Barriers to entry are great if you can get over the barrier. This document 

holds the key to how you win. You win by cultivating your edge. You win by 

being disciplined and by managing what’s between your ears – your 

psychology.  

If you would like to learn with me how to trade forex in 30 minutes a day you 

can join my VIP Club at http://30minuteforex.com/VIP1  Members can access a 

library of video lessons that I add to all the time. Also, the VIP Club hosts my 

Forex Daily Alert where I discuss developing real world trading opportunities. 

In addition, members have access to my weekly review of actual trades placed 

and trading performance, as well as a look ahead to the forthcoming week. 

And of course, we always focus on our edge. It’s all done on the daily chart 

timeframe, so there’s no staring at screens at 3am. You can fit my approach to 

forex trading into your busy life.  

I wish you happy and profitable trading.  

 

Dr Mark J Nugent 

 

Founder - 30MinuteForex.com 

     

http://30minuteforex.com/VIP1
http://30minuteforex.com/

